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Second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory has been used to calculate the interaction energy between
a water molecule and acenes as large as C96H24. The results of these calculations lead to an estimated value
of -5.8( 0.4 kcal/mol for the electronic binding energy of a water molecule with single-layer graphite. This
value is comparable to the-5.0( 0.1 kcal/mol binding energy of the hydrogen bonded water dimer, suggesting
that the water/graphite interactions will play an important role in determining the structure of water on graphite,
as well as of water inside carbon nanotubes. The present estimate of the binding energy of a water molecule
to a graphite sheet is appreciably larger than those previously reported in the literature.

I. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes are elongated analogues of the spherical
carbon molecules known as fullerenes or “buckyballs”. Alter-
natively, they can be considered to be formed from a single
layer of graphite that has been rolled into a cylinder.1-3 There
has been growing interest in the properties of nanotubes4 and
in their abilities to function as very small chemical reaction
chambers, or “nanoreactors”.5,6 Because water is likely to be
the preferred solvent for many applications, it is important from
a theoretical point of view to develop a reliable computational
model of the behavior of water in such an environment.

Carbon nanotubes are particularly intriguing because they can
be created with a wide range of diameters, with the narrowest
being on the order of 5 Å.7 For the purpose of comparison, the
diameter of the C60 fullerene is∼7 Å. Inside narrow nanotubes,
water may assemble into pseudo-one dimensional structures that
exhibit significantly different behavior than bulk water. A proper
description of both water-water and water-nanotube interac-
tions will be critical for describing the behavior of such systems.
Several good water-water and solute-water potentials are
available in the literature.8-15 However, reliable water-nanotube
potentials do not yet exist and will need to be developed before
molecular dynamics simulations of various solute/water mixtures
inside a nanotube can be performed.

A natural starting point for this endeavor is the development
of a model potential for water on single-layer graphite. Although
there already exist model potentials for the water/graphite
system, the reliability of these model potentials has not been
tested, as there are no high quality ab initio data and surprisingly
little experimental data. The existing water/graphite model
potentials give binding energies for a single water monomer
interacting with the surface ranging from-1.65 to-4.3 kcal/
mol.16,17There also exists an experimental value of-3.6 kcal/
mol for the binding energy.18 However, these values seem
somewhat low in light of the most recent high-level ab initio
results for the water-benzene system, for which the electronic
binding energy has been estimated to be-3.9( 0.2 kcal/mol.19

In this study, second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory

(MP2) has been used to determine the binding energies of water
to a sequence of centro-symmetric, fused-benzene ring struc-
tures, denoted H2O-(fbz)n, n ) 1-37. This information, along
with the results of future studies of water interacting with models
of carbon nanotube walls, will be useful for parametrizing the
classical force field previously discussed.

II. Procedure
In this work, a sequence of increasing size carbon clusters

was employed to model the graphite surface. These clusters
range from an isolated benzene molecule to a system with 37
fused benzene rings, denoted (fbz)37. Intermediate-sized models
with 4, 7, and 19 fused benzene rings are also considered. The
estimate of the interaction energy between a water molecule
and a single sheet of a graphite surface was obtained by
extrapolating the results of our calculations to the infinitely
repeating structure limit.

Past studies of hydrogen-bonded complexes involving water
as the ligand found the MP2 method to be adequate for
predicting binding energies to an accuracy of a few tenths of a
kcal/mol.20-23 In fact, for the water-benzene system, it has been
estimated that in the complete-basis set (CBS) limit, the MP2-
level binding energy for this system is within 0.1 kcal/mol of
the value predicted by coupled cluster theory with a perturbative
estimate of connected triples, CCSD(T).24-26 For this reason,
the MP2 method will be employed to estimate the interaction
energy between a water molecule and a graphite sheet, which
will be modeled as a system of fused benzene rings. The MP2
calculations will be carried out within the frozen-core ap-
proximation, i.e., the molecular orbitals dominated by C and O
1s atomic orbitals are eliminated from the correlation treatment.
For the water-benzene system, core/valence corrections ob-
tained by relaxing the frozen-core restriction were found to
contribute only-0.03 kcal/mol to the binding energy,19 and
their importance is not expected to grow to the point where
they become significant for the water-graphite system.

Despite the encouraging results for the water-benzene system,
a potential problem exists in applying low-order perturbation
theory to the interaction between a water molecule and large
cluster models of a single layer of graphite. Namely, for the
infinite graphite sheet, a perturbative treatment would fail due
to the vanishingly small HOMO-LUMO gap as the system
approaches conductor-like behavior. However, for the largest
cluster model employed, consisting of 37 fused benzene rings,
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the HOMO-LUMO gap, as measured by small basis set
restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) calculations, is about 6 eV. This
indicates that for our model systems perturbation theory should
still be applicable.

We now turn to the choice of atomic basis sets. It is well es-
tablished that in order to reliably describe a wide range of inter-
actions between water and other molecular species, it is nec-
essary to use large, flexible basis sets. This requirement can be
considered as arising from two sources: (1) the need to accur-
ately describe the “true” physical interactions, and (2) the need
to minimize undesirable basis set superposition error (BSSE).
For purposes of this discussion, BSSE is defined as the energy
difference between the raw (i.e., uncorrected) binding energy
and the value adjusted by the full counterpoise correction (CP)
of Boys and Bernardi27 using the relaxed fragment geometries.

All calculations in the present study were performed with
the correlation consistent basis sets, cc-pVxZ, wherex ) D
(doubleú), T (triple ú) and Q (quadrupleú)28,29 or the diffuse
function augmented correlation consistent basis sets (aug-cc-
pVxZ). For the sake of brevity, we will denote the aug-cc-pVxZ
basis sets as aVxZ. Although the inclusion of diffuse functions
typically does not result in large changes in the net binding
energy, their presence does markedly reduce BSSE. The relative
lack of change in the binding energy is a consequence of the
opposing effects of the reduction in the BSSE and improved
description of the true physical interactions upon the inclusion
of such functions. For example, at the tripleú basis set level,
the difference in water-benzene binding energies between
calculations done with and without diffuse functions is 0.4 kcal/
mol, whereas the corresponding BSSE is reduced from 1.7 to
0.9 kcal/mol.

For the largest of the fused-ring systems to be studied, MP2
calculations with the aVQZ basis set were not computationally
feasible. As a result, both the raw and the CP-corrected binding
energies will be far from the complete basis set limit. Experience
has shown that in some hydrogen-bonded chemical systems,
the CBS limit is closer to the raw binding energies than the
CP-corrected values.22,30,31 However, in the case of water-
benzene the apparent CBS limit falls roughly midway between
the raw and the CP-corrected binding energies obtained from
aVDZ through V5Z basis sets. On the basis of this finding, we
will adopt the average of the raw and CP-corrected binding
energies as our best estimate of the basis set limit in the present
work.

Given the computational demands of MP2 calculations on
large clusters, a natural question is whether density functional
theory (DFT), which is comparatively inexpensive, might be
applicable to this problem. DFT calculations using standard
functionals such as BLYP32,33are unable to describe long-range
dispersion interactions. In fact, they produce purely repulsive
potentials for inert gas dimers.34 Moreover, for the water-ben-
zene system DFT calculations using the Becke3LYP functional
and large basis sets underestimate the binding energy by about
a factor of 2.35 Because dispersion forces are expected to com-
prise a major portion of the interaction energy between a water
molecule and the larger cluster models of the graphite surface,
we anticipate that DFT calculations would also prove inadequate
for these systems. The success of Becke3LYP calculations in
explaining the trends in the OH stretch spectra of benzene-
(H2O)n clusters, is a consequence of the small perturbations
induced by the benzene molecule on the OH stretch vibrational
spectra and the use of basis sets for which BSSE was sizable.35

The “overbinding” due to the BSSE roughly compensated for
the inadequate treatment of dispersion interactions.

Most of the MP2 calculations were performed with NWChem36

on the 512-node IBM SP2 in the Molecular Science Computing
Facility at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. Prelimi-
nary calculations on the water-(fbz)n clusters were carried out
at the Becke3LYP level using the Gaussian 98 program.37

Calculations with large, diffuse function augmented basis sets
on multiple atomic centers are prone to linear dependency
problems, which can lead to convergence failure in the Hartree-
Fock step and loss of accuracy in the perturbation theory energy.
This problem is addressed by the NWChem code, which was
used for the majority of our calculations, by removing all
eigenvectors of the overlap matrix with eigenvalues smaller than
10-5. The number of overlap eigenvectors eliminated from the
basis set ranged from 23 for the smallest fused-ring clusters to
51 for the largest.

It should be noted that there is no completely satisfactory
solution to the problem of linear dependency in basis sets.
Although the elimination of eigenvectors with small overlap
eigenvalues, as is done in NWChem and Gaussian 98, improves
the chances of converging the Hartree-Fock equations, this
procedure does not solve the problem associated with the
potential loss of accuracy in post Hartree-Fock steps. It is hoped
that the consistent use of a fixed elimination threshold for all
of the MP2 calculations will avoid introducing a significant
amount of numerical noise in the computed binding energies
reported here.

As will be seen, the problem of achieving a satisfactory level
of completeness in the basis set while simultaneously avoiding
excessive linear dependency is nontrivial. The origin of this
problem is the use of large atom-centered basis sets, which
perform very well in small to medium-size chemical systems
but lead to the linear dependency problems just discussed in
spatially compact systems, such as the graphite fragments under
study. Although alternative approaches, such as plane-wave-
based DFT can avoid the linear dependency problem, as noted
above, DFT is poorly suited for describing interactions where
dispersion plays a major role. A hybrid approach, wherein a
single-center expansion of Gaussians is combined with small
atom-centered basis sets, might prove a more effective approach
but was considered beyond the scope of the present work
because of the cost of such calculations.

MP2 geometry optimizations, which proved possible for the
smaller clusters, were performed using a convergence criterion
of 10-4 Eh/ao. This should be sufficient to yield C-C bond
lengths to a precision of approximately(0.002 Å.

III. Results and Discussion
In the lowest energy water-benzene conformation, the water

molecule rests atop theπ-electron cloud, with one of the
hydrogen atoms in water pointed toward a carbon atom in the
ring.38-40,35,41,19Large basis set MP2 calculations show a slow
convergence of the raw and CP-corrected binding energies as a
function of the basis set size.19 The difference between the raw
and CP-corrected binding energies is 2 kcal/mol with the aVDZ
basis set, falling to 0.9 kcal/mol with the aVTZ basis set, 0.6
kcal/mol with the aVQZ basis and 0.3 kcal/mol with the aV5Z
basis set. An analysis of the convergence of the behavior of the
water-benzene binding as a function of the basis set size has
led to a best estimate of-3.9( 0.2 kcal/mol for the electronic
binding (∆Eel). The corresponding binding energy, corrected
for vibrational zero-point energy, is∆E0 ) -2.9 ( 0.2 kcal/
mol, in reasonably good agreement with the-2.4 ( 0.1 kcal/
mol determined from threshold photoionization measurements.42

The smallest graphite model examined in the present work
consists of four fused rings (triphenylene, C18H12) and is shown
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in Figure 1, along with the experimental bond lengths reported
by Herdon.43 The experimental values are averages of X-ray
and neutron diffraction data.44,45The MP2/aVDZ optimizations
predict the central ring to have CC bond lengths of 1.430 and
1.469 Å. This large bond length alternation is a result of the
steric repulsion of the H atoms around the perimeter of the
fused-ring system. At the MP2/aVDZ level of theory, the
distance between the oxygen atom in water and the nearest
carbon atom is 0.05 Å smaller than the corresponding distance
in the water-benzene complex. Nearly the same geometry is
obtained at the MP2/aVTZ level of theory.

The BSSE in the MP2 calculations with the aVDZ and aVTZ
basis sets is 60-80% larger for the interaction of water with
(fbz)4 than with benzene. This is due both to the closer approach
of the water molecule to the ring system and the increased
number of electrons to be correlated in the larger fused-ring
fragment. The average of the raw and CP-corrected MP2/aVTZ
binding energies, which represents our best estimate of the
binding energy of water-(fbz)4, is -4.2 kcal/mol, or 17% larger
in magnitude than the corresponding estimate of the binding
energy of the water-benzene complex. The use of aVTZ-
optimized rather than aVDZ-optimized geometries has little
effect on the calculated binding energy.

The next larger model of the graphite sheet is (fbz)7

(coronene, C24H12), shown in Figure 2, along with the available
experimental data.46 In coronene, the central ring is surrounded
by six secondary rings in a system withD6h symmetry. At the
MP2/aVDZ level of theory, the C-C bonds of the interior ring
of (fbz)7 are predicted to be 0.025 Å longer than those of
benzene. MP2-level geometry optimizations of the water
interacting with (fbz)7 and larger graphite models would have
been prohibitively expensive. Instead, for these systems, the
position of the water molecule was simply adopted from the

water-(fbz)4 complex, optimized at the MP2/aVDZ level. The
centro-symmetric nature of (fbz)7 creates a binding site that more
closely resembles the environment found in the infinitely
repeating structure than the smaller, less symmetric (fbz)4

cluster.
To minimize linear dependency problems, and to keep the

MP2/calculations on H2O-(fbz)7 with the larger (i.e., aVTZ
and aVQZ basis sets) tractable, the diffuse functions were
retained on only the six central carbon atoms. The validity of
this approach was checked by also performing on the H2O-
(fbz)7 complex MP2 calculations with the aVDZ basis set
modified so that the diffuse functions are retained on only the
central ring and the water molecule. After correcting for BSSE,
MP2 calculations with the mixed aVDZ/VDZ basis set gave a
binding energy only 0.2 kcal/mol larger in magnitude than that
with VDZ result. The average of the raw and CP-corrected
binding energies obtained with the mixed aVDZ/VDZ basis set,
was also only 0.2 kcal/mol larger than the corresponding aVDZ
result. We expect the difference in binding energies calculated
with the mixed and full basis sets to decrease in approximately
the same manner as the BSSE, namely, it should be roughly
halved for each step up in basis set size (i.e., VDZ, to VTZ, to
VQZ).

The average of the raw and CP-corrected MP2 binding
energies for the H2O-(fbz)7 system is-4.68,-4.47 and-4.46
kcal/mol with the aVDZ, aVTZ/VTZ and aVQZ/VQZ basis sets,
respectively. These values represent a 25% increase in binding
energy relative to water with a single benzene and a 10%
increase relative to the binding energy of the water-(fbz)4

complex. A plot of the binding energy versus basis set size (see
Figure 4) reveals a significantly larger BSSE contribution to
∆E, even at the aVQZ level, than was observed in water-

Figure 1. The MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ geometries of (fbz)4 and H2O-
(fbz)4.

Figure 2. The MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ geometries of (fbz)7 and H2O-
(fbz)7.
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benzene. It is unclear how much of this increase is due to the
use of the mixed aVxZ/VxZ style basis sets, as opposed to a
growth in BSSE due to the growth in the size of the cluster.
However, at nearly 1400 basis functions, the mixed basis set
calculations were already near the limits of our hardware
capabilities. At the raw and CP-corrected RHF/aVQZ levels of
theory, the H2O-(fbz)7 complex isunboundby 0.30 and 0.35
kcal/mol, respectively. This result indicates that dispersion
interactions play a major role in the binding of the water
molecule to coronene (and the other annulene models of
graphite).

The next larger fused-ring cluster, (fbz)19 (dodecabenzocoro-
nen, C54H18), was too large for geometry optimization even at
the MP2/aVDZ level of theory. Instead, we adopted the
optimized MP2/aVDZ geometry of (fbz)7 for the inner seven
rings and constructed the outermost rings with the approximate
bond lengths shown in Figure 3. The water molecule was
positioned as described above for water-(fbz)7. For the water-
(fbz)19 system, the smallest basis set consisted of a mixture of
aVDZ for the central 24 carbon atoms and the water molecule
and VDZ for the remainder of the cluster. Next, in terms of
increasing size, was a basis set composed of aVTZ for the central
ring and water, VTZ for the remainder of the carbons and VDZ
on the peripheral hydrogens. The average of the raw and CP-
corrected MP2/aVTZ binding energies is-5.2 kcal/mol, about
17% larger than the corresponding binding energy for the
smaller H2O-(fbz)7 cluster. As can be seen in Figure 4, where
∆Eel is plotted as a function of the size of the fused-ring system,
the counterpoise correction for BSSE is slightly less than 3 kcal/
mol at the MP2/aVTZ level of theory. Most of the BSSE
originates with the fused-ring portion of the complex, making
it difficult to reduce without simultaneously exacerbating the
linear dependency problem.

The largest graphite-like cluster examined in this study,
(fbz)37, has a chemical formula of C96H24. As for the (fbz)19

carbon structure, the geometry was “synthesized” using the
MP2/aVDZ geometry of (fbz)7 for the inner seven rings and
approximate bond lengths for the outermost rings. The water
molecule was positioned as for the water-(fbz)7 and water-(fbz)19

complexes. In this case, only the mixed aVDZ/DZ basis set,
which included diffuse functions on only the C24 innermost
seven fused rings and the water molecule, could be afforded.
Even with this truncated basis set, the single-point MP2 energy
calculations on the complex took over 7400 total CPU hours
(29 h × 256 nodes of the EMSL IBM SP with 120 MHz
processors), making this the largest MP2 calculation attempted
during this project. In light of the low symmetry (Cs for water-
(fbz)37) and large number of electrons (610), this calculation is
likely to be one of the largest MP2 calculations performed to
date with a high quality basis set. Averaging the raw and CP-
corrected binding energies of water-(fbz)37 results in a value of
∆Eel ) -5.4 kcal/mol. For purposes of estimating the large
system limit, this value was adjusted upward to-5.3 kcal/mol
on the basis of the difference between aVDZ and aVTZ results
for water-(fbz)19.

An exponential fit of the average of the raw and CP-corrected
MP2/VTZ binding energies for the water-benzene, water-
(fbz)7 and water-(fbz)19 clusters (see Figure 4) leads to a
prediction of-5.4 kcal/mol for the electronic binding energy
of a water molecule with a single sheet of graphite. If we also
incorporate our results for the water-(fbz)37 cluster, this estimate
is increased slightly to-5.8 kcal/mol. We adopt the latter value
as our best estimate and take the difference between the two
extrapolated limits as a crude measure of the uncertainty in our
result, i.e.,-5.8 ( 0.4 kcal/mol. It is currently not possible to
accurately estimate the contribution of higher-order electron
correlation effects to∆Eel, but the data available for water-
benzene suggests that it is not large.

IV. Conclusions
Large basis set MP2 calculations on a series of fragment

models up to C96H24 in size have been used to estimate the
electronic binding energy of an individual water molecule to
single-layer graphite. The resultingDe value is-5.8 kcal/mol,
with conservative error bars of( 0.4 kcal/mol, assuming no
subtle breakdown in perturbation theory for the larger systems

Figure 3. The MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ geometry of (fbz)19.

Figure 4. The variation in the H2O-(fbz)n electronic binding energy
as a function of the fused ring fragment size.
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examined here. This value is appreciably larger than the-3.7
and-4.3 kcal/mol binding energies reported previously in the
literature. The former is an experimental estimate and the latter
is based on model-potential calculations. We note, however,
that it is not clear whether the former value has separated out
the effects of vibrational zero point energy. The largest source
of uncertainty in our estimated binding energy arises from a
combination of basis set superposition and basis set incomplete-
ness errors. At the same time it must be acknowledged that there
is little experience with extrapolating binding energies along a
sequence of clusters and this contributes some indeterminate
uncertainty to the our best estimate ofDe. These calculations
highlight the difficulty of approaching the complete basis set
limit in extended systems, such as graphite, using traditional
atom-centered basis sets. A secondary source of error is the use
of estimated geometries in the larger cluster models

Our estimate of the water-graphite binding energy is slightly
larger than that for the interaction between two water molecules
(-5.0( 0.1 kcal/mol).20,23At the same time, this interaction is
significantly smaller than the average electronic binding energy
of water monomers in bulk water, where the hydrogen bonding
network involves each water molecule in (up to) four hydrogen
bonds. Nonetheless, our estimate of the water-graphite interac-
tion is sufficiently large to lead us to expect that in carbon
nanotubes, the interaction of water with the nanotube walls will
play a significant role in determining the structure of the
confined water.

In the water-benzene complex, the important attractive
interactions are the dipole-quadrupole, dipole-induced dipole
(induction), and dispersion contributions. All three of these are
expected to be important in the binding of a water monomer to
a graphite sheet, although, we have not attempted to decompose
the net interaction energy into constituent parts. However, as
our counterpoise-corrected Hartree-Fock interaction energies
are repulsive, it is clear that the dispersion interaction is critical,
contributing on the order of-6 kcal/mol to the binding energy.
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